The authors investigate the performance of amplify-and-forward relaying with two different pilotsymbol-assisted channel estimation methods. In the first estimation method, the cascaded channel consisting of source-to-relay and relay-to-destination links is estimated at the destination terminal. No channel estimator is required at the relay terminal. In the second estimation method, the estimation of cascaded channel is disintegrated into separate estimations of source-to-relay and relay-to-destination links which are carried out at the relay and the destination terminals, respectively. The latter method involves feed-forwarding a quantised version of the source-to-relay channel estimate to the destination terminal. Through the derivation of mean squared error (MSE) diversity gain analysis and Monte-Carlo simulations, the authors investigate the performance of amplify-and-forward relaying with these channel estimation methods. Our results demonstrate that full diversity can be achieved in the presence of channel estimation. The authors further show that cascaded channel estimator outperforms its competitor with a small number of quantisation bits. As the number of employed quantisation bits increase, disintegrated channel estimator approaches to its competitor eventually outperforming it.
Introduction
Cooperative diversity has recently emerged as a powerful method to extract the inherent spatial diversity of the wireless channel [1] [2] [3] . The basic underlying concept in cooperative communication is that single-antenna network nodes share their antennas through relaying to create a virtual antenna array. This new transmission paradigm promises significant performance gains in terms of diversity gain, link reliability, spectral efficiency, system capacity and transmission range.
The pioneering works in this area have addressed mainly information-theoretic aspects and are, in general, limited to some idealistic assumptions such as the availability of perfect channel state information (CSI). Being as a potential solution to overcome the requirement for CSI estimation, differential detection in the context of relaying has attracted some attention, for example, [4 -6] . On the other hand, in coherent detection, the fading channel coefficients need to be first accurately and efficiently estimated during the training period and then used in the detection process. Channel estimation problem in the context of decode-andforward (DF) relaying basically consists of individual estimation of source-to-relay and relay-to-destination channels, each of which essentially reduces to the similar problem encountered in point-to-point links. Unlike DF, in amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying, a cascaded channel consisting of source-to-relay and relay-to-destination links needs to be estimated which can be carried out at the destination terminal. The relay, therefore, does not need a channel estimator in this cascaded channel estimation (C-CE) method. An alternative channel estimation method in AF relaying is to disintegrate the relaying path and separately estimate source-to-relay and relay-to-destination www.ietdl.org channels. This requires the relay terminal be equipped with a channel estimator and feed-forward a quantised version of the source-to-relay channel estimate to the destination terminal. In this paper, we investigate the performance of AF relaying with both of these channel estimation approaches which we name as cascaded channel estimation (C-CE) and disintegrated channel estimation (D-CE).
AF relaying with imperfect channel estimation has recently attracted some attention [7] [8] [9] [10] . In [8] , Gao et al. deploy C-CE method and address the problem of optimal training design for a multi-relay network. In [9] , Mheidat and Uysal derive non-coherent and mismatched-coherent decoding rules for a distributed space-time block coding system and assume C-CE in the implementation of their mismatched-coherent receiver. In [10] , Yomo and Carvalho investigate channel estimation based on a modified version of the D-CE method. In [7] , Patel and Stuber provide some comparisons between C-CE and D-CE for a single relay scenario, however their work does not take into account relay location and practical constraints (e.g. quantisation required for D-CE) which make their observations somewhat limited. Our paper aims to provide a comprehensive comparative performance evaluation of these two-channel estimation approaches for AF relaying. To give a clear picture on their performance in realistic settings, we consider the impact of many practical issues such as location of relay, finite quantisation of source-torelay estimate required for D-CE method, power normalisation constraints deployed at the relay terminal and multi-relay deployment. Specifically, our work addresses the following questions: The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the relay-assisted transmission model under consideration. In Section 3, we describe C-CE and D-CE methods along with the decoding process. In Section 4, we derive the mean squared error (MSE) performance of C-CE and D-CE. In Section 5, we investigate the achievable diversity order in the presence of imperfect channel estimation. In Section 6, we present a comprehensive Monte-Carlo simulation study to demonstrate the error rate performance of AF relaying with considered channel estimation methods assuming single and multi-relay deployment. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Notation: (.) T , (.) * , and |.| denote transpose, conjugate and absolute value operations, respectively. E denotes expectation. diag denotes the diagonal of a matrix. Bold upper-case italic letters denote the matrices and bold lower-case italic letters denote the vectors. 1 p denotes a vector of ones with length p.
Transmission model
We consider a cooperative system with half-duplex terminals each of which is equipped with a single pair of transmit and receive antennas. We assume a channel model, which takes into account both long-term path loss and short-term fading. The path loss is proportional to d −a , where d is the propagation distance and is the path loss coefficient [11] . Let d SD , d SR and d RD denote the distances of source-todestination (S D), source-to-relay (S R) and relay-todestination (R D) links, respectively, and u is the angle between lines S R and R D. Normalising the path loss in S D to be unity, the relative geometrical gain of S R and R D links are defined, respectively, as [12] . They can be related to each other by G We consider orthogonal AF cooperation protocol (this protocol is also known as receive diversity (RD) protocol [12] ) of [2] which implements receive diversity in a distributed fashion. Without loss of generality, we assume single-relay network for the brevity of the presentation. In the first signalling interval, the source broadcasts to the relay and the destination terminals. In the second signalling interval, the relay normalises its received signal and forwards it to the destination. Let x denote the M-phase shift keying (PSK) modulation signal transmitted from the source in the first time slot with power E. Considering path-loss effects, the received signals at relay and destination terminals are given by
The relay terminal normalises the received signal by a factor the destination in the second time slot is therefore given by
In (1) - (3) n R , n D1 and n D2 are the independent samples of zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables with variance N 0 /2 per dimension and model the additive noise terms.
For the normalisation of the received signal at the relay, we consider average power scaling (APS) and instantaneous power scaling (IPS) constraints [2, 13] . Under APS constraint, the expectation is with respect to both n R and
This ensures that an average output power is maintained, but allows for the instantaneous output power to be much larger than the average. Under IPS constraint, the expectation is carried only over n R which yields
This ensures that the same output power is maintained for each realisation. In practical implementation, IPS normalisation term assumes the form of
whereĥ SR is the estimate of source-torelay link. Considering APS and IPS normalisation constraints, the received signal given in (3) can be rewritten as
At the receiver side, the received signals along with the channel estimates of underlying links are fed to the coherent decoder. In the following section, we elaborate on the channel estimation methods under consideration.
Channel estimation and decoding
We consider two pilot-symbol-assisted approaches for channel estimation in AF relaying. In C-CE method, the cascaded S R D channel is estimated at the destination terminal. In D-CE method, the cascaded channel is disintegrated into individual links and S R and R D links are, respectively, estimated at the relay and the destination terminals.
Cascaded channel estimation (C-CE)
In this channel estimation method, only the destination is equipped with a channel estimator. Therefore the relay node cannot employ IPS power constraint which requires the knowledge ofĥ SR to calculate the scaling term. For channel estimation purposes, prior to data transmission, the source terminal transmits pilot symbols with unit power. Let the received signals at destination terminal during training period be denoted as r D1,p and r D1,p which are simply obtained by replacing x in (2) and (4) with the pilot symbol. The destination processes received signals and obtains channel estimates and for S D and cascaded S R D links through linear minimum mean squared error estimation (LMMSE) [14] .
During the data transmission, to normalise the received signal r D2 in (4), the destination uses the scaling factor 
where B and n _ D2 are given by
Defining r = r T are fed to the detector.
Since the additive noise n _ D2 at the destination terminal is non-Gaussian, conventional Euclidean-distance maximum likelihood (ML) detector is no longer optimal [15] . A mismatched-coherent (although this detector takes into account non-Gaussian noise, it is still not optimal for imperfect channel estimation since perfect CSI is assumed in its derivation) [16] ML detector can be obtained as arg max where subscripts r and i denote the real and imaginary parts of the complex fading coefficients. In (8) ,
where A 1 and A 2 are defined as
There is unfortunately no closed-form solution for (8) which makes its practical implementation problematic. If n _ D2 in (5) is approximated as Gaussian with zero mean and variance of N 0 , one can use the Euclidean distance decoder given by [16] arg min 
Disintegrated channel estimation (D-CE)
In this estimation method, both relay and destination terminals are equipped with channel estimators. Therefore the relay can obtain an estimate of S R channel, that is, h SR , through pilot symbols. For sending this estimate to the destination through a feed-forward control channel, the relay quantisesĥ SR asĥ SR,b where b indicates the number of quantisation bits per dimension. Moreover, the relay also transmits a clean pilot symbol so that channel estimate for R D linkĥ RD can be obtained at the destination which is also equipped with an LMMSE estimator. Sinceĥ SR is available at the relay terminal in this estimation method, both APS and IPS can be considered. Based on the deployed constraint, the destination normalises
The noise term n _ D2 can be approximated as a zero-mean complex additive Gaussian with a variance (under the assumption of perfect CSI and quantisation with infinite number of bits, becomes zero-mean complex Gaussian with variance of N 0 ) of N 0 [7, 15] which lets the use of Euclidean distance decoder given by (12) . Using the quantised S R channel information, the destination terminal constructs the estimate for the cascaded link asĥ SRD =ĥ SR,bĥRD . Using
we have the received signal as r = Xh + n. The received signals are then fed to the decoder given by (12) where the channel estimate vector is now defined asĥ =ĥ SR,bĥRDĥSD T .
MSE performance of C-CE and D-CE
In this section, we derive the MSE of C-CE and D-CE methods to have insight into their possible performance differences. For C-CE, the channel estimation error for the cascaded link S R D is defined as e C−CE = h SRD −ĥ SRD . MSE is given by which can be expanded as
where Z 1 = (x t x T t + N 0 I T t ) −1 and x t = BE √ 1 p is the transmitted pilot sequence that consists of all ones and has a length of p. After performing expectations and some simplifications, (17) reduces to
For D-CE method, recall that channel estimate for the cascaded link S R D is given by (assuming perfectly quantised S R link, i.e.,ĥ SR,b =ĥ SR ). Therefore the channel estimation error is obtained as e D−CE = h SR h RD − h SRĥRD . MSE for D-CE method is given by
which can be expanded as
where
After performing expectations, (20) reduces to
Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the MSE performance of both methods using different numbers of pilots for various relay locations. Specifically, we consider three scenarios where the relay is either located close to the source (G SR /G RD = 30 dB), close to the destination (G SR /G RD = −30 dB), or in the middle (G SR /G RD = 0 dB). We consider a ¼ 2, u ¼ p and 4-PSK modulation. In Fig. 1 illustrated for G SR /G RD = 0 dB, it is observed that D-CE is slightly better than C-CE at low SNRs for p ¼ 4, 10. On the other hand, for smaller pilot numbers (e.g. p ¼ 1, 2), we observe identical performance (within the thickness of line) regardless of the relay location. In fact, it is possible to show analytically that (18) and (21) reduce to the same expression
under single-pilot deployment, that is, p ¼ 1. From Fig. 2 , illustrated for G SR /G RD = +30 dB, we observe identical performance of two methods regardless of the number of pilot symbols. We should also emphasise that similar MSE performance (identical in some cases) of D-CE and C-CE methods are observed under the assumption of perfectly quantised (as will be demonstrated in the next section, b ¼ 5 bits/dimension is sufficient to provide a performance which nearly coincides with that is feasible through infinite number of quantisation bits) S R link.
Diversity order in the presence of imperfect channel estimation
In this section, we derive the pairwise error probability (PEP) to analyse the achievable diversity order in the presence of imperfect channel estimation. We consider the deployment 
where g = Bs 
By averaging the resulting expression with respect to |ĥ SD |, we have
We now need to perform an expectation with respect toĥ SRD . h SRD is the estimate of the product of two complex Gaussian terms. The exact distribution function of is unknown. Following the approach in [7] , it can be approximated as the product of underlying channel estimates for analytical tractability. Replacingĥ SRD byĥ SRĥRD and taking expectation of the resulting expression with respect to |ĥ SR |, we obtain
Finally, averaging with respect to |ĥ RD |, the unconditional PEP is given by
where G( · , · ) is the incomplete Gamma function [17] , h 
To have insight into the achievable diversity order, we consider three representative relay locations in the following to further simplify (28). When the relay is close to the source, we have
Further assuming high SNR assumption, (28) reduces to
When the relay is close to the destination, we have G 
As (31) and (32) demonstrate, a diversity order of two is available which corresponds to the maximum diversity for this single-relay deployment scenario. As the presence of second and third terms in PEP expressions involving exponential and incomplete Gamma functions indicates, convergence to this maximum diversity order is slow because of the cascaded nature of S R D link [18] .
Simulation results
In this section, we present Monte-Carlo simulations to demonstrate the error rate performance of AF relaying with C-CE and D-CE methods under consideration. In our simulations, we consider a ¼ 2, u ¼ p, and 4-PSK modulation.
In Fig. 3 , we present the bit error rate (BER) performance of a single-relay AF scheme with C-CE and D-CE methods assuming genie-aided detectors which will serve as lower bounds for the practical system performance. For genie
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IET Commun., 2010, Vol. . As demonstrated in the previous section, the channel estimation quality is nearly the same; the difference in BER performance mainly comes from the scaling factor where the availability of the CSI information of S R and R D links enables D-CE to use IPS. On the other hand, C-CE adopts APS (since there is no CSI information for the S R link) and uses the channel variance instead, c.f. (6) and (14) . Our observations on the performance difference between IPS and APS coincide with earlier results reported in [13] . Although the availability of S R link estimate makes IPS the natural choice for D-CE, there might be cases where a fixed relay gain is desired. In such cases, APS constraint can be used. Fig. 6 compares the performance of D-CE with these two constraints assuming perfect quantisation. IPS outperforms the APS by 2 dB for G SR /G RD = 30 and 1.2 dB for G SR /G RD = 0 dB. But, for relay locations close to the destination, the performance of D-CE with APS coincides with that of D-CE with IPS. This is expected since (14) reduces to B 1/|ĥ RD | 2 and becomes identical under both constraints for this particular relay location, that is,
In Fig. 7 , we investigate the effect ofĥ SR quantisation on the performance of D-CE. We employ Lloyd Algorithm [19] for quantisation, assume an error-free and delay-free feedforward control channel, and consider the case of G SR /G RD = 30 dB. We observe that b ¼ 5 bits/dimension is sufficient to provide a performance which nearly coincides with that is feasible through infinite number of quantisation bits, that isĥ SR,b =ĥ SR . If the deployed number of quantisation bits decreases, the quantisation error dominates the overall performance and C-CE outperforms D-CE in such cases.
In Fig. 8 , we consider a two-hop transmission scenario as a special case of RD protocol under consideration in which the direct transmission is ignored. For the two-hop scheme, we observe that D-CE outperforms C-CE by 3.5 and 5.5 dB for G SR /G RD = 0 and 30 dB. These gains are much larger than those observed for the RD protocol. On the other hand, interestingly, for G SR /G RD = −30 dB, the performance of D-CE and C-CE coincide each other.
In Figs. 9 and 10 , we investigate the effects of channel estimation in a multi-relay scenario. Specifically, we consider two and four relays and assume that Alamouti space-time block coding (STBC) [20] and rotated 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have investigated the performance of two pilot-assisted-channel estimation methods for AF relaying.
In the so-called C-CE method, only the destination terminal is equipped with a channel estimator and carries out the channel estimation of the cascaded link. In the D-CE method, both relay and destination terminals are equipped with channel estimators. The relay terminal estimates S R link and feed-forwards a quantised version of the estimate to the destination terminal which first estimates R D link and then constructs the channel estimate for the cascaded channel. C-CE method has the advantage of having a fixed relay gain. Since it does not need a feed-forward channel unlike D-CE, it will be more suitable for open loop systems. On the other hand, D-CE with IPS constraint provides a BER performance. However, its performance in practical implementation is mainly determined by the number of quantisation bits used for S R link. Our simulation results reveal that an error floor occurs in the error rate performance of AF relaying with D-CE as the number of quantisation levels decreases or relaying nodes increase. It can be therefore concluded that C-CE is more advantageous when the quantisation rate in D-CE is limited to a few bits. As the quantisation rate increases, D-CE outperforms its competitor. It should be also noted that D-CEs better performance comes at the cost of equipping the relay with channel estimator and quantiser. C-CE becomes therefore particularly attractive for a lowcomplexity AF relay.
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